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Headline: Top 10 Darwin and Design Resources for 2009
Colorado Springs, CO – February 18, 2010
“I would never have predicted that an atheist would name a book about intelligent design as one of the
top books of 2009, while another atheist would write a book defending intelligent design?” commented
Dennis Wagner, ARN Executive Director, about the organization’s Top Ten Darwin and Design
Resource List for 2009. “This is a sign that open minds in the academic and scientific communities are
beginning to take the evidence for intelligent design seriously,” Wagner concluded. He was referring
to the number one book on the list, Signature in the Cell: DNA and the Evidence for Intelligent Design
by Stephen Meyer and number three book Seeking God in Science: An Atheist Defends Intelligent
Design by Bradley Monton.
Kevin Wirth, ARN Director of Media Relations, pointed out that several other resources on the 2009
list show a growing international interest in intelligent design: “Hungarian scientists published an
English version of their book, Nature’s IQ, that documents over 100 irreducibly complex behaviors in
nature, while a well-published British medical doctor documented his reservations about Darwinian
evolution in the book Why Us: How Science Rediscovered the Mystery of Ourselves.”
An online version of the ARN Top 10 Darwin and Design stories for 2009 with hyperlinks to original
news sources can be found at www.arn.org/top10.
###

Access Research Network is a 501(c)3 scientific and educational organization dedicated to providing accessible
information on science, technology and society issues from an intelligent design perspective.

